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b → cτν
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Flavour anomalies

Introduction Flavour physics new physics b → sµ+
µ
− b → cτν Summary

Flavour anomalies

In recent years several discrepancies between measurements
(of branching ratios and/or angular decay distributions) and SM
predictions have emerged, denoted as flavour anomalies.

meson decay
elementary
process significance

improvement
expected from

B → K (∗)µ+µ− b → sµ+µ− > 5σ LHCb, Belle II

B → D(∗)τ ν̄ b → cτ ν̄ 3.8σ LHCb, Belle II
muon anomalous
magnetic moment

µ−µ -photon
coupling

3.7σ Fermilab,
lattice QCD

Direct CP violati-
on in K → ππ

s → duū
s → ddd̄

2.8σ lattice QCD

  : Enhancement of the ratios of branching ratios    

             and         with   .  

                                                                                                   BaBar, Belle, LHCb

<latexit sha1_base64="+3XAXwAcJmL5Kx23fYCKi4zt+Xk=">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</latexit>

b ! c⌧⌫

RD ≡
B(B → Dτν̄)
B(B → Dℓν̄)

RD* ≡
B(B → D*τν̄)
B(B → D*ℓν̄)

ℓ = e, μ

This talk:
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 and  in 2021RD RD*

 central values of  and 
 above SM predictions 

in all measurements 

 some tension in 
between BaBar12 and 
Belle19.  

 average 3.3σ off from SM 

RD
RD*

RD
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New LHCb measurement in 2022

 good overall agreement 
between experiments  
Note:  ellipses 
correspond to p = 39% 
(while the horizontal strips  
correspond to p =68%)    

  larger,  smaller  

 average 3.2σ off from SM 
prediction 

Δχ2 = 1

RD RD*

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
R(D)

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

R
(D

*)
HFLAV SM Prediction

 0.004±R(D) = 0.298 
 0.005±R(D*) = 0.254 

 = 1.0 contours2χ∆

Average
 0.012± 0.025 ±R(D) = 0.358 

 0.008± 0.010 ±R(D*) = 0.285 
 = -0.29ρ

) = 32%2χP(

HFLAV

Prelim. 2022

σ3

LHCb22

LHCb18

Belle17

Belle19

Belle15
BaBar12

Average

PRD 94 (2016) 094008
PRD 95 (2017) 115008
JHEP 1712 (2017) 060
PLB 795 (2019) 386
PRL 123 (2019) 091801
EPJC 80 (2020) 2, 74
PRD 105 (2022) 034503

HFLAV

2021

HFLAV
Prelim. 2022
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Lepton-non-Universality in b � c�⇥

R(X ) ⇥ Br(B � X �⇥)

Br(B � X ⇤⇥)

• Partial cancellation of uncertainties

Precise predictions (and measurements)

NP interpretation:
[talks by B. Stefanek and F. Wilsch]

• R(D(�)): BaBar, Belle, LHCb
average ⇤ 3⌅ 4⌅ from SM

More flavour b � c�⇥ observables:

• � -polarization (� � had) [1608.06391]

• Bc � J/⇧�⇥ [1711.05623] : huge

• Di⇥erential rates from Belle, BaBar

• Total width of Bc

• b � Xc�⇥ by LEP

• D� polarization (Belle)

• R(⇤c) � below SM

Note: only 1 result ⇧ 3⌅ from SM

In the following: discuss SM + NP predictions
1 / 14

  The 95% CL regions of all  
  measurements overlap. 

  Robust anomaly: 
  three experiments, different  
  methods (semileptonic vs.  
  hadronic tag)  
  SM prediction not contested

 plot with 68%(95%) CLR(D) − R(D*)

5

Plot from Judd Harrison, Martin Jung,  
Beyond the Flavour Anomalies IV, 
Barcelona 2023
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 Part I:   
 New physics in  

 Part II:  
 Form factors and new physics in  with 

b → cτν

b → cℓν ℓ = e, μ

Plan of this talk:
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bL

S2

τR

cR

νL

bL

S1

νL

cL,R

τL,R

bL,R cR,L

τR νL

H+

 Charged Higgs boson:  
                  was known to be sensitive to effects of a hypothetical  
                  charged Higgs boson since 1992.                
                                               Grzadkowski,Hou, Phys. Lett. B 283 (1992) 427 

 Leptoquarks:   
 bosons with quark-lepton coupling 
 can also explain                 and                       anomalies 
 
 
 
 
 

 appear in SU(4) gauge theories, where lepton number is the fourth colour 

7

New physics explanation

<latexit sha1_base64="Xgt8lFqanXkiGPAZRmQg9Az0Rxc=">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</latexit>

(g � 2)µ
<latexit sha1_base64="dzqZ+l9jYWCszXqldaNPTkCHf9s=">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</latexit>

b ! sµ+µ�

Spin 0, SU(2) singlet 
 

Spin 0, SU(2) doublet
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Effective operators 

Nice: We can describe all types of new physics in terms of 
effective four-quark operators:

bL,R cL,R

τL,R ντ L

Whatever it is (charged Higgs or leptoquark of any
kind), it must be charged and therefore very heavy.

One can describe all possibile new physics by an effective four-fermion
interaction. This is the analogue of using Fermi’s theory of weak decay
at energies far below MW .

Need these four-fermion operators:

OL
V = c̄Lγ

µbL τ̄LγµντL ,

OR
S = c̄LbR τ̄RντL ,

OL
S = c̄RbL τ̄RντL ,

OT = c̄Rσ
µνbL τ̄RσµνντL .

bL,R cL,R

τL,R ντ L

The corresponding coefficients CL
V ,C

R,L
S ,CT can be fitted to data.

Ulrich Nierste (KIT) b → cτν LHCb 19 Feb 2019 9 / 22

Fit the corresponding coefficients                      to data. 
                                   Blanke,Crivellin,de Boer,UN,Nisandzic,Kitahara,Phys.Rev.D 100(2019) 3, 035035 
                                                                       Iguro, Kitahara,Watanabe, arXiv:2210:10751  

Whatever it is (charged Higgs or leptoquark of any
kind), it must be charged and therefore very heavy.

One can describe all possibile new physics by an effective four-fermion
interaction. This is the analogue of using Fermi’s theory of weak decay
at energies far below MW .

Need these four-fermion operators:

OL
V = c̄Lγ

µbL τ̄LγµντL ,

OR
S = c̄LbR τ̄RντL ,

OL
S = c̄RbL τ̄RντL ,

OT = c̄Rσ
µνbL τ̄RσµνντL .

bL,R cL,R

τL,R ντ L

The corresponding coefficients CL
V ,C

R,L
S ,CT can be fitted to data.

Ulrich Nierste (KIT) b → cτν LHCb 19 Feb 2019 9 / 22
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FD*
L

Other input to global fit:  
       fraction of longitudinally polarised   in :  
 
                        Belle 2019  
 
                                         SM prediction 

This 1.4σ discrepancy has some effect on the global fit to the NP coefficients. 

D* B → D*τν̄

FD*
L = 0.60 ± 0.08stat ± 0.04sys

FD*
L = 0.464 ± 0.003
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New-physics explanationsTwo-dimensional scenarios

coefficients motivated by

real CL
V , CL

S = −4CT

bL

S1

νL

cL,R

τL,R

real CR
S , CL

S

bL,R cR,L

τR νL

H+

real CL
V , CR

S

bL,R

τL,R νL

cL

U1

Re[CL
S = 4CT ], Im[CL

S = 4CT ]

bL

S2

τR

cR

νL

Ulrich Nierste (KIT) b → cτν LHCb 19 Feb 2019 11 / 22

<latexit sha1_base64="3D/IlEQW8wQ52TFPNii63YzeGw8=">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</latexit>

B ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄

<latexit sha1_base64="YpbPLhftSD/YQmg5HMXnzpbb7yI=">AAAE5nichVRJb9NAFHabAMVsLRy5PKhcJW1q7Gw0SJWqEglUhFSWLlImjsaTSWvVG/YYNbL8A7hwACGu/CZu/BcOPC9Jk1LESLafv/d9b5uxTd+2QqFpvxYWS+Vr128s3ZRv3b5z997yyv3D0IsCxg+YZ3vBsUlDblsuPxCWsPmxH3DqmDY/Ms+ep/6jjzwILc99L8Y+7zv0xLVGFqMCocHK4m+FRO6QB2ZAGY/JCB/xbmWXCA9eGXFlvZoAcSJjI71tVpPLPm5s4IWOhNSAsKEnIDX+F3KP+KHVS5EiQP/v0HtPpqSZEpCYyMrbQVzQ8GWSIRdAEZUX5c6gs43ISu6QlQqrEZMGwKqyMt83t23kp/dNWflg1LehAg1VJzXimN55/IIfJlWjDtvQUdswixr1jE8sF3q6qteg3YcLRFO1ZquGeF9WzDQhI4JGkBVB3Ai7q3Sr23Nz66aMlID+i0l109qmaKYz1i8rjfWrtYjPq4nJTyw3pkFAx0lsM5as5R2R7JjFpk3ZWfLudQJrcIUD+LmvJoSkxT8jj9ZAU+udDhDfATQ1rQEp1GjkECL19sTSm5kMa0dhIW01J16tBXmw1pSvXViEEO4Oi6qLDezmGzidajpUbHvAcDeFl8JoYNMwWF7V1Jamd9qNLFO6MmNLr2+BXiCrUrH2B8s/ydBjkcNdwWwahj1d80UfswuL2TyRSRRyH6dBT3gPTZc6POzH2ZgSUBAZwsgL8HIFZOisIqZOGI4dE5kOFafhZV8KXuXrRWK01Y8t148Ed1meaBTZgKNIv3kYWgFnwh6jQVlgYa3ATikeEoF/BhmHMOkU/m0c1lW9rTbfNFd3dotxLEkPpcdSRdKlp9KO9FLalw4kVmKlT6Uvpa/l0/Ln8rfy95y6uFBoHkhzq/zjD4XYfTk=</latexit>

B(B+
c ! ⌧+⌫)

 H+: larger FL(D*) in better 
agreement with data. 

 S1: smaller (SM-like) FL(D*). 

 S2: similar to H+, but small FL(D*), 
 testable at ATLAS and CMS.

All scenarios fit the 
data, with different predictions for 
FL(D*) which is the fraction of 
decays with longitudinal D* 
polarisation and                         .
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  Before 2019:  called for  sizable  coupling, i.e. sizable 
  . But this was in tension with the bound . 
 

  In our 2018/2019 papers we found the fit to compromise between this 
  tension and , which the  scenario can explain,  
  while the leptoquark scenarios cannot. 

 The 2022 data shift the anomaly a bit from  to , so that 
 the  is less relevant.  

R(D*) c̄γ5bτ̄RντL
CR − CL B(B+

c → τ+ν) ≤ 0.3

FL(D*) > FL(D*)SM H+

R(D*) R(D)
B+

c → τ+ν

Charged-Higgs revival

R. Alonso, B. Grinstein, J. Martin Camalich, Rev. Lett. 118, 081802 (2017)
“lose”

“tie”

“win”

Blanke et al.,Phys.Rev.D 100(2019) 3, 035035  
Fedele et al., Phys. Rev. D107 (2023) 5, 055005

11
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Charged-Higgs revival

12

Charged Higgs exchange feeds the coefficients  of 
 and  . 

 
 

 
 

CL,R
S

OL
S = c̄RbL τ̄RντL OR

S = c̄LbR τ̄RντL

R(D) = RSM(D)[1 + 1.54 Re (CL
S + CR

S )]
R(D*) = RSM(D*)[1 + 0.13 Re (CR

S − CL
S )]

big

small

2022 LHCb result with larger 
 and smaller  

corroborates the charged-
Higgs interpretation 

R(D) R(D*)
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Charged-Higgs solution

13

  Girish Kumar, Phys.Rev.D 107 (2023) 7, 075016:  

   Choose ad-hoc Yukawa sector 
       
   and flavour-diagonal couplings to leptons to simultaneously explain  
    and  anomalies and modify the  mass prediction. 

  Critical test: 
  Search for  at LHC.               
            Syuhei Iguro, Phys.Rev.D 107 (2023) 9, 095004. 

LH+ = ρtc(Vtbc̄RbL + Vtsc̄RsL)H++h.c.

b → cτν b → sℓℓ̄ W

cg → tτ+τ−

4

FIG. 4. Representative diagram for gc ! c ! t� ! t⌧⌧ .

and including recent controversial CDF result [81]. More
concretely we use

S = 0.00± 0.07, T = 0.05± 0.06, (10)

with the correlation of ⇢ = 0.92 [110] (denoted as 2021 fit)
and

S = 0.086± 0.077, T = 0.177± 0.070, (11)

with the correlation of ⇢ = 0.89 based on the global fit
[111] (denoted as 2023 fit). Fig. 3 shows �

2 of S and T

parameters as a function of m� where mH+ =150GeV
(blue), 200GeV (orange) and 250GeV (green) is fixed.
Dashed and solid lines are drawn based on 2021 fit and
and 2023 fit. We see that the favored m� is di↵erent de-
pending on the fit data. For mH+ = 150GeV, 2023 fit
disfavors mt  m�  200GeV more than 2�, while
2021 fit allows the mass window.

In short section summary, for the simultaneous expla-
nation we need to set mt  m�  200GeV or O(1)GeV
level mass degeneracy among neutral scalars.

IV. EXOTIC TOP PROCESSES

In order to fully probe the remaining mass window of
m� we propose another top-associated process, namely
gc ! c ! t� ! t⌧⌧ where the relevant diagram is shown
in Fig. 4.#13 In the mass window, even with the hierar-
chical coupling structure, BR(� ! ⌧⌧) could be sizable
due to the phase space suppression in � ! tc decay.
The production cross section is calculated using Mad-

Graph5 aMC@NLO [113] using NNPDF2.3 [114] at the
leading order in the five flavor scheme with

p
s = 13TeV.

Fig. 5 shows the cross section in pb as a function of
m�. The prediction of the 1� simultaneous explanation
was obtained by fixing the charged Higgs mass mH+ =
150GeV (blue), 200GeV (orange), 250GeV (green) and
m� (black). It is observed that bands are overlapping
and the cross section is as large as 30 fb⇠10 pb for the
mass window.#14 A heavier charged scalar predicts the
larger signal rate since it requires larger couplings.

and the uncertainty in S and T parameters will be reduced con-
siderably, we set U = 0.

#13 It would be worthwhile to mention that tt inclusive cross section
measurement still has an uncertainty of 70 pb [112] and does not
exclude the scenario with gc ! c ! t� ! ttc channel.

#14 For the numerical analysis we include � ! H
±
W

⌥ if the phase
space is available.

FIG. 5. Prediction of �(pp ! t� ! t⌧⌧) [pb] as a function of
m� for the simultaneous explanation of deviations in b ! s``
and b ! c⌧⌫.

Estimating the size of the electroweak SM back ground
(BG) is not di�cult even for our mass range. For in-
stance, tZq and thq production contribute to t+ ⌧⌧ + q

final state with cross section of ' 50 fb [115] and ' 5 fb
[116] where ⌧⌧ comes from Z and h decay for each.
Therefore the contribution from those processes are ex-
pected to be moderate. On the other hand, it is not easy
to estimate the precise amount of the miss-tag associated
BG e.g. from tW

�
q ! t⌧⌫+/j and tt ! tW

�
j ! t⌧⌫+/j

where slashed final state will be miss-tagged as a hadron-
ically decaying ⌧ (⌧h). For the precise determination we
need a considerable help from the experimental side and
thus investigating the sensitivity of this channel is beyond
the scope of this letter.#15 Actually Ref. [117] searched
for the thq production with h ! ⌧⌧ with Run 2 full data.
They set the upper limit of µ = 8.1+8.2

�7.5 where µ denotes
a signal strength. This approximately leads to the upper
limit on �(thq ! t⌧⌧q) . 100 fb for m⌧⌧ = 125GeV.
Since the invariant mass of our signal is larger, the corre-
sponding SMBG would be smaller and thus we can expect
the better sensitivity.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Recently the charged Higgs solution to B anomalies
became more interesting than ever. The charged Higgs
need to interact with left-handed bottom quark and thus
can be a part of an additional doublet. Hence a two Higgs
doublet model is a minimal model and there are also two
additional neutral scalars. The Yukawa interaction of
those scalars are related by SU(2)L rotation and the si-
multaneous explanation predicts distinctive signal at the
LHC. The theoretical proposals to probe the solution via
charged Higgs mediated processes was made last year,
however, the crucial process has not been tested exper-
imentally yet. Although, in the meantime, the ATLAS

#15 The charge asymmetry of the top quark would help to improve
the sensitivity since the SM single top has the production asym-
metry, while our signal does not have this feature.
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Pτ(D*) = − 0.50 ± 0.01
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Here, the first error is statistical and the second one is
systematic. Comparing these measurements to the cor-
responding SM predictions [18–21]

RSM(D) = 0.299 ± 0.003 ,

RSM(D⇤) = 0.258 ± 0.005 ,
(3)

reveals a tension at the level of 3.8� [17].#1 This is
also consistent with the previous evaluations of R(D) in
Refs. [4, 5, 22, 24, 25] and of R(D⇤) in Ref. [6].

The observed anomaly receives further support from
the LHCb analysis of R(J/ ) [26] which also finds an
experimental value significantly above the SM predic-
tion. Unfortunately, the relevant form factors are poorly
known in this case [27–29]. Hence we do not include this
measurement in our analysis. For a discussion of NP
e↵ects in R(J/ ), see Refs. [30, 31].

For later use we further quote the SM prediction for
the ratio R(⇤c) [32]:

RSM(⇤c) = 0.33 ± 0.01 . (4)

The Belle collaboration has measured the ⌧ polariza-
tion asymmetry along the longitudinal directions of the
⌧ lepton in B ! D

⇤
⌧⌫, defined as

P⌧ (D⇤) =
�(B ! D

⇤
⌧

�=+1/2
⌫) � �(B ! D

⇤
⌧

�=�1/2
⌫)

�(B ! D⇤⌧⌫)
,

(5)
where � denotes the ⌧ helicity, obtaining [12, 13]

P⌧ (D⇤) = � 0.38 ± 0.51+0.21
�0.16 . (6)

This observable turns out to be interesting for discrimi-
nating NP models, especially if the accuracy is improved
in the future by the Belle II experiment.

Recently, the Belle collaboration has also measured the
longitudinal D

⇤ polarization in B ! D
⇤
⌧⌫, defined as

FL(D⇤) =
�(B ! D

⇤

L⌧⌫)

�(B ! D⇤⌧⌫)
. (7)

Like the ⌧ polarization, also the D
⇤ polarization can dis-

tinguish between di↵erent Lorentz structures; i.e., NP in
scalar, tensor or vector operators a↵ects the D

⇤ polar-
ization in a complementary way to the overall rate. The
preliminary Belle result is [33]

FL(D⇤) = 0.60 ± 0.08 ± 0.035 , (8)

which agrees with the SM prediction of

FL, SM(D⇤) = 0.46 ± 0.04 , (9)

at the 1.5� level [34]. Nonetheless, this result can still
favor or disfavor specific NP scenarios.

#1 Recent discussions of long-distance electromagnetic e↵ects in
R(D) can be found in Refs. [22, 23].

Similarly, the ⌧ polarization in B ! D⌧⌫ can provide
information about the Lorentz structure of NP [4, 7].
However, P⌧ (D) has not been measured yet. The rea-
son for this is that the ⌧ is reconstructed in decay modes
with at least one neutrino, and the missing energy blurs
the information on the ⌧ momentum. One can deal with
this problem by considering di↵erential decay distribu-
tions involving only kinematic variables of the visible fi-
nal state particles, for instance the D and ⇡ energies, and
the angle between the D and ⇡ tracks in the decay chain
B ! D⌫⌧ [! ⇡⌫]. These decay distributions have a high
sensitivity to NP [4, 7].

Furthermore, the Bc lifetime has a significant impact
on possible NP solutions [35, 36], because it constrains
the yet unmeasured branching ratio BR(Bc ! ⌧⌫). The
lifetime measurement is very precise [37],

⌧(Bc) =(0.507 ± 0.009) ps , (10)

while a theory prediction is quite challenging (we will
return to this issue in detail later).

Even though many model independent analyses in this
context have been performed [34, 35, 38–62], it is im-
portant to reconsider the situation in light of the recent
FL(D⇤) measurement and to critically revise and exam-
ine the treatment of the Bc ! ⌧⌫ decay. Furthermore,
we will highlight the future potential of the polarization
observables FL(D⇤), P⌧ (D⇤), and (the yet unmeasured)
P⌧ (D) to discriminate between di↵erent scenarios of NP.
We will also highlight the interplay among R(D(⇤)) and
R(⇤c), where R(⇤c) provides a consistency check of the
measurements.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we fix
our notation for the relevant e↵ective Hamiltonian. In
Sec. III, we discuss theoretical and phenomenological as-
pects of BR(Bc ! ⌧⌫) and list compact analytic formu-
las for the considered observables. In Sec. IV, we present
our phenomenological studies in scenarios with one and
two nonzero NP Wilson coe�cients. The chosen scenar-
ios correspond to the cases in which the NP coe�cients
are generated by the exchange of a single heavy spin-0 or
spin-1 particle. Section V is devoted to the study of cor-
relations between the ratios R(D(⇤)) and R(⇤c) and the
polarization observables FL(D⇤) and P⌧ (D(⇤)). Finally,
we conclude in Sec. VI.

II. EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY

We are interested in NP which is realized above the B

meson mass scale. Especially in the case at hand, this
is a reasonable assumption, since modifying a charged
current obviously requires a new charged particle for
which light masses are experimentally excluded. There-
fore, we can integrate out the heavy degrees of freedom,
and the SM as well as the NP physics contributions are

2
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systematic. Comparing these measurements to the cor-
responding SM predictions [18–21]

RSM(D) = 0.299 ± 0.003 ,

RSM(D⇤) = 0.258 ± 0.005 ,
(3)

reveals a tension at the level of 3.8� [17].#1 This is
also consistent with the previous evaluations of R(D) in
Refs. [4, 5, 22, 24, 25] and of R(D⇤) in Ref. [6].

The observed anomaly receives further support from
the LHCb analysis of R(J/ ) [26] which also finds an
experimental value significantly above the SM predic-
tion. Unfortunately, the relevant form factors are poorly
known in this case [27–29]. Hence we do not include this
measurement in our analysis. For a discussion of NP
e↵ects in R(J/ ), see Refs. [30, 31].

For later use we further quote the SM prediction for
the ratio R(⇤c) [32]:

RSM(⇤c) = 0.33 ± 0.01 . (4)

The Belle collaboration has measured the ⌧ polariza-
tion asymmetry along the longitudinal directions of the
⌧ lepton in B ! D

⇤
⌧⌫, defined as
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(5)
where � denotes the ⌧ helicity, obtaining [12, 13]

P⌧ (D⇤) = � 0.38 ± 0.51+0.21
�0.16 . (6)

This observable turns out to be interesting for discrimi-
nating NP models, especially if the accuracy is improved
in the future by the Belle II experiment.

Recently, the Belle collaboration has also measured the
longitudinal D

⇤ polarization in B ! D
⇤
⌧⌫, defined as

FL(D⇤) =
�(B ! D

⇤

L⌧⌫)

�(B ! D⇤⌧⌫)
. (7)

Like the ⌧ polarization, also the D
⇤ polarization can dis-

tinguish between di↵erent Lorentz structures; i.e., NP in
scalar, tensor or vector operators a↵ects the D

⇤ polar-
ization in a complementary way to the overall rate. The
preliminary Belle result is [33]

FL(D⇤) = 0.60 ± 0.08 ± 0.035 , (8)

which agrees with the SM prediction of

FL, SM(D⇤) = 0.46 ± 0.04 , (9)

at the 1.5� level [34]. Nonetheless, this result can still
favor or disfavor specific NP scenarios.

#1 Recent discussions of long-distance electromagnetic e↵ects in
R(D) can be found in Refs. [22, 23].

Similarly, the ⌧ polarization in B ! D⌧⌫ can provide
information about the Lorentz structure of NP [4, 7].
However, P⌧ (D) has not been measured yet. The rea-
son for this is that the ⌧ is reconstructed in decay modes
with at least one neutrino, and the missing energy blurs
the information on the ⌧ momentum. One can deal with
this problem by considering di↵erential decay distribu-
tions involving only kinematic variables of the visible fi-
nal state particles, for instance the D and ⇡ energies, and
the angle between the D and ⇡ tracks in the decay chain
B ! D⌫⌧ [! ⇡⌫]. These decay distributions have a high
sensitivity to NP [4, 7].

Furthermore, the Bc lifetime has a significant impact
on possible NP solutions [35, 36], because it constrains
the yet unmeasured branching ratio BR(Bc ! ⌧⌫). The
lifetime measurement is very precise [37],

⌧(Bc) =(0.507 ± 0.009) ps , (10)

while a theory prediction is quite challenging (we will
return to this issue in detail later).

Even though many model independent analyses in this
context have been performed [34, 35, 38–62], it is im-
portant to reconsider the situation in light of the recent
FL(D⇤) measurement and to critically revise and exam-
ine the treatment of the Bc ! ⌧⌫ decay. Furthermore,
we will highlight the future potential of the polarization
observables FL(D⇤), P⌧ (D⇤), and (the yet unmeasured)
P⌧ (D) to discriminate between di↵erent scenarios of NP.
We will also highlight the interplay among R(D(⇤)) and
R(⇤c), where R(⇤c) provides a consistency check of the
measurements.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we fix
our notation for the relevant e↵ective Hamiltonian. In
Sec. III, we discuss theoretical and phenomenological as-
pects of BR(Bc ! ⌧⌫) and list compact analytic formu-
las for the considered observables. In Sec. IV, we present
our phenomenological studies in scenarios with one and
two nonzero NP Wilson coe�cients. The chosen scenar-
ios correspond to the cases in which the NP coe�cients
are generated by the exchange of a single heavy spin-0 or
spin-1 particle. Section V is devoted to the study of cor-
relations between the ratios R(D(⇤)) and R(⇤c) and the
polarization observables FL(D⇤) and P⌧ (D(⇤)). Finally,
we conclude in Sec. VI.

II. EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY

We are interested in NP which is realized above the B

meson mass scale. Especially in the case at hand, this
is a reasonable assumption, since modifying a charged
current obviously requires a new charged particle for
which light masses are experimentally excluded. There-
fore, we can integrate out the heavy degrees of freedom,
and the SM as well as the NP physics contributions are
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Magic relation

Inspecting the analytic expressions we find a sum rule:

R(Λc)

RSM(Λc)
= 0.262

R(D)

RSM(D)
+ 0.738

R(D∗)

RSM(D∗)
+ x .

The remainder x is a function of the new-physics coefficients
CL

V ,C
L,R
S ,CT and stays small, |x | ≤ 0.05, when CL

V ,C
L,R
S ,CT are varied

within the ranges allowed by the measured values of R(D(∗)).

Ulrich Nierste (KIT) b → cτν LHCb 19 Feb 2019 20 / 22

with |x|< 0.05 in any scenario of new physics. 
                                   Blanke,Crivellin,de Boer,UN,Nisandzic,Kitahara,Phys.Rev.D 100(2019) 3, 035035 
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  In the heavy-quark limit :  
           
   and 
         

 Thus  holds for all choices of 

.   Optimise coefficients in  

               
to minimise x for all values of coefficients                      complying with data.    

mb → ∞
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= 0.262

R(D)

RSM(D)
+ 0.738

R(D∗)

RSM(D∗)
+ x .

The remainder x is a function of the new-physics coefficients
CL

V ,C
L,R
S ,CT and stays small, |x | ≤ 0.05, when CL

V ,C
L,R
S ,CT are varied

within the ranges allowed by the measured values of R(D(∗)).

Ulrich Nierste (KIT) b → cτν LHCb 19 Feb 2019 20 / 22

What is behind the sum rule?
Whatever it is (charged Higgs or leptoquark of any
kind), it must be charged and therefore very heavy.

One can describe all possibile new physics by an effective four-fermion
interaction. This is the analogue of using Fermi’s theory of weak decay
at energies far below MW .

Need these four-fermion operators:

OL
V = c̄Lγ

µbL τ̄LγµντL ,

OR
S = c̄LbR τ̄RντL ,

OL
S = c̄RbL τ̄RντL ,

OT = c̄Rσ
µνbL τ̄RσµνντL .

bL,R cL,R

τL,R ντ L

The corresponding coefficients CL
V ,C

R,L
S ,CT can be fitted to data.

Ulrich Nierste (KIT) b → cτν LHCb 19 Feb 2019 9 / 22
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Sum rule for 
<latexit sha1_base64="ptQmm7CwuFG65twpGp2VugrN4bk=">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</latexit>

b ! c⌧ ⌫̄

Magic relation

Inspecting the analytic expressions we find a sum rule:

R(Λc)

RSM(Λc)
= 0.262

R(D)

RSM(D)
+ 0.738

R(D∗)

RSM(D∗)
+ x .

The remainder x is a function of the new-physics coefficients
CL

V ,C
L,R
S ,CT and stays small, |x | ≤ 0.05, when CL

V ,C
L,R
S ,CT are varied

within the ranges allowed by the measured values of R(D(∗)).
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Tension with 2022 measurement by LHCb:   
      

<latexit sha1_base64="JAwxFZEHhNwm3bUjfdwZvcOwHT0=">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</latexit>

R(⇤c) = 0.242± 0.026± 0.040± 0.059

Our 2019 prediction (confirmed in 2022 with new data on ): 
  

R(D(*))

LHCb, Phys.Rev.Lett. 128 (2022) 19, 191803

<latexit sha1_base64="Ql+jsMoP1Et+NZtm+bimSh0tJtg=">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</latexit>

R(⇤c) = RSM(⇤c) (1.15± 0.04) = 0.38± 0.01± 0.01

          with future data either                will come down or             will go up. 
<latexit sha1_base64="cmdWNRy2HmTF1ga1vLTHOd0BrHc=">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</latexit>

R(D(⇤))
<latexit sha1_base64="kEYEeuXfDmn4HnKXZtawEk2hsOo=">AAAB83icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5DUWuuu6MaFiyr2AU0ok8mkHTqZhJmJUEJ/w40LRdz6M+78G6dpBBU9MHA451zunePFjEplWR9GYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3inv7nVllAhMOjhikeh7SBJGOekoqhjpx4Kg0GOk500u537vnghJI36npjFxQzTiNKAYKS05t1XnWod9NMTHw3LFMk8t+7xxAi3TypCRpl1rQjtXKiBHe1h+d/wIJyHhCjMk5cC2YuWmSCiKGZmVnESSGOEJGpGBphyFRLppdvMMHmnFh0Ek9OMKZur3iRSFUk5DTydDpMbytzcX//IGiQqabkp5nCjC8WJRkDCoIjgvAPpUEKzYVBOEBdW3QjxGAmGlayrpEr5+Cv8n3ZppN8z6Tb3SusjrKIIDcAiqwAZnoAWuQBt0AAYxeABP4NlIjEfjxXhdRAtGPrMPfsB4+wQw85Eo</latexit>

R(⇤c)
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Sum rule for 
<latexit sha1_base64="ptQmm7CwuFG65twpGp2VugrN4bk=">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</latexit>

b ! c⌧ ⌫̄

Consider scenarios with only one particle contributing to :b → cτν̄

SU(2) singlet leptoquark
SU(2) doublet leptoquark

SU(2) triplet leptoquark
charged Higgs boson

<latexit sha1_base64="kgBOKnGo7d0VsddXVSY71+rgNOA=">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</latexit>

scenario R(D) R(D⇤) R(⇤c)
exp. 0.36(3) 0.29(1) 0.24(7)
S1 0.36(3) 0.29(1) 0.38(3)
S2 0.36(3) 0.28(1) 0.40(4)
S3 0.33(2) 0.29(1) 0.38(2)
H

± 0.36(3) 0.28(1) 0.36(2)

fit resultsFedele,Blanke,Crivellin,Iguro, Kitahara,UN,Watanabe,  
                               Phys. Rev. D107 (2023) 5, 055005 
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Part II:  Form factors and new physics in  with b → cℓν ℓ = e, μ
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Form factors

What I told you in Part I: 

  Robust anomaly: 
  three experiments, different  
  methods (semileptonic vs.  
  hadronic tag)  
  SM prediction not contested not quite true…
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  form factorsB → D*
For the Standard-Model prediction need 
       , 

which is expressed in terms of , , , and . 

The coefficients involve four form factors, calculated with lattice QCD near 
 and with QCD sum rules near     

⟨D*(p, ϵ) | c̄LγμbL | B̄(pB)⟩
(p + pB)μ qμ ≡ pμ

B − pμ ϵμ ϵμ
νρσϵνpρqσ

q2 = q2
max q2 = 0.

 expansion:  

express form factors in powers of    

with , .

z

z ≡
t+ − t − t+ − t−
t+ − t + t+ − t−

t ≡ q2 t± ≡ (mB ± mD)2
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 form factorsB → D*
Compare 
  BGL (Boyd, Grinstein, Lebed 1995):  
      global fit by Gambino, Jung, Schacht in 2019 to all available calculations        
      and data in  with light leptons . Phys. Lett. B 795 (2019) 386  
  HQET (using expansions in ): 
      global fit by Iguro, Kitahara and Watanabe in 2022 to all available 
      calculations and  data (including  shapes) in  with light    
      leptons .                                                                               arXiv:2210.10751  
  Fermilab/MILC (2021):  
      first lattice calculation employing .  
                                            Eur. Phys. J. C 82 (2022) 1141, Eur.Phys.J.C 83, 21 (2023).

B → D*ℓν ℓ = e, μ
ΛQCD/mc,b

q2 B → D*ℓν
ℓ = e, μ

q2 ≠ q2
max
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 form factorsB → D*
DM (Dispersive Matrix approach, Rome lattice group):  
  uses Fermilab/MILC data and Rome calculation of susceptibility ,  
  employs analyticity and unitarity constraints to derive two-sided bounds on 
  form factors.      
                            G. Martinelli, S. Simula, and L. Vittorio, Phys. Rev. D 104 (2021) 094512,        
                                                                 Eur. Phys. J. C 82 (2022) 1083, JHEP 08 (2022) 022. 
              G. Martinelli, M. Naviglio, S. Simula, and L. Vittorio, Phys. Rev. D 106 (2022) 093002.  

With DM method find  compatible with Standard Model prediction and 
furthermore  from  consistent with  from inclusive  

 decays.

χ

R(D*)
|Vcb | B → D*ℓν |Vcb |

B → Xcℓν
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 form factors vs new physicsB → D*

Next slides: confront all four form factor predictions with new data on  
        the fraction  of longitudinally polarized  in  
and 
        the forward-backward asymmetries  and    
                     Belle, 2301.07529; Belle II, talk by Chaoyi Lyu at ALPS, March 2023 

FD*,light
L D* B → D*ℓν

Ae
FB Aμ

FB

Discriminating  form factors via polarization observables and 
asymmetries 
                             Fedele,Blanke,Crivellin,Iguro,UN,Simula,Vittorio, arXiv:2305.15457.

B → D*ℓν
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 form factors vs new physicsB → D*

0.24 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.30

●

●

●

●

} compatible with Standard Model

with DM method one finds the same  
as with other methods,        arXiv:2205.13952

R(D)
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Predictions for  and FD*,light
L Ae,μ

FB

0.44 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.52 0.54

●

●

●

●

0.44 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.52 0.54

●

●

●

●

0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28

●

●

●

●

0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28

●

●

●

●

SM predictions with {HQET or BGL 
F/M or DM } describe {  B → D*ℓν

R(D*) } data.
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Form factors or new physics?

Next logical steps:

 perform a global fit to form factors including  and , using the 
 predicted form factors as priors, 

 investigate whether there could be new physics in the  
 decays with light leptons .

FD*,light
L Ae,μ

FB

B → D*ℓν
ℓ = e, μ
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Global fit
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Green: prior  
Blue:   posterior 
Black: F/M error bars

w ≡
m2

B + m2
D* − q2

2mBmD*
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DM form factors

DM fit result: 

                                     
 compomise between  and , thus tension with  
 measured  as with other form factor predictons, 

 post-fit  from  
 branching fraction in good agreement with , 

    pre-fit  is larger.  
    (State-of-the-art determinations of  use more input 
    beyond the branching fraction.)  

FD*,light
L R(D*)

R(D*)

|Vcb | = 0.0412 ± 0.0012 B → D*ℓν
|Vcb |incl

|Vcb | = 0.0431 ± 0.0012
|Vcb |
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DM form factors: new physics
New physics with scalar, tensor, or right-handed vector currents has no 
relevant impact on the  observables. 
New physics decreasing the SM left-handed vector current coupling  by 
5% describes the data best, with  in perfect agreement with 
experiment. Only the DM form factors permit a solution to the  
puzzle with new physics in the couplings to light leptons, while BGL, 
HQET, and F/M cannot. 
But: new physics in left-handed vector current has zero effect on 

, so the tension with DM stays. 

       is insensitive to any kind of new physics and is an  
               excellent tool to check form factor calculations!

B → D*ℓν

R(D*)
R(D*)

FD*,light
L

FD*,light
L
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Summary

 BaBar, Belle, and LHCb data consistently point to values of  and  above their SM   
 predictions, with a combined significance of 3.2σ. 
 The new LHCb measurement  of   points to  inconsistent measurements of  
 at least one of , , or , irrespective of the presence of BSM 
 physics, because these quantities fulfill a sum rule.    
               Redundancy of B physics helps to disentangle BSM physics from mistakes.  
 Global fits of  , , and  give good results for the charged-Higgs and leptoquark  
 interpretations, both with discovery prospects at CMS and ATLAS.  
 The 1.4σ excess in  is best described by charged-Higgs hypothesis. 

 New measurements of  disfavor form factor calculations using the dispersive-   
 matrix approach with Fermilab/MILC data.  
  is insensitive to new physics and checks form factors.
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do not only reduce the tension in R(D⇤) to 1.3� [37],
but also give |Vcb| = (41.2 ± 0.8) ⇥ 10�3 from B(s) !

D(⇤)
(s)`⌫ [8, 37, 38], which agrees with the inclusive values

of (42.16±0.51)⇥10�3 [39] or (41.69±0.63)⇥10�3 [40].
However, this agreement comes at the cost of creating

tensions between the DM FFs and the ones measured in
di↵erential B ! D(⇤)`⌫ distributions. While this opens
up the possibility of NP coupling to light leptons (instead
or in addition to taus) it is not clear that this is a feasi-
ble option once all experimental information is taken into
account. Indeed, the Belle and Belle II collaborations re-
cently released the results of the first measurement of the
D⇤ longitudinal polarization fraction F `

L [41, 42] finding

F e
L,Belle

= 0.485± 0.017± 0.005 ,

Fµ
L,Belle

= 0.518± 0.017± 0.005 ,

F e
L,Belle II

= 0.521± 0.005± 0.007 ,

Fµ
L,Belle II

= 0.534± 0.005± 0.006 .

(4)

Here, the first uncertainties are statistical while the sec-
ond ones are systematic. Moreover, also the forward-
backward asymmetry A`

FB
was measured, for which they

find

Ae
FB,Belle

= 0.230± 0.018± 0.005 ,

Aµ
FB,Belle

= 0.252± 0.019± 0.005 ,

Ae
FB,Belle II

= 0.219± 0.011± 0.020 ,

Aµ
FB,Belle II

= 0.215± 0.011± 0.022 .

(5)

For the case of FL, while a small tension is present among
the two measurements in the electron channel, the muon
ones are in good agreement. The situation is opposite for
AFB, with the two measurements in the electron channel
in good agreement, while a small discrepancy is present
in the muon one. Importantly, the theoretical predictions
for these quantities crucially depend on the FF choice.

Given this new level of accuracy in these observables,
it is imperative to inspect the impact of these measure-
ments on the global b ! c`⌫ fit, including the dependence
on the FF set used. In this article, we focus in partic-
ular on the DM FFs, compared to the “standard” FFs
of Ref. [5, 6, 18, 22]. For this, we first review the for-
malism used to describe B ! D⇤`⌫ decays in Sec. II and
give a short summary to the DM approach in Sec. III.
Implications of the measurements of F e,µ

L are discussed
in Sec. IV before we conclude in Sec. V.

II. FORMALISM

The e↵ective Hamiltonian

He↵ = 2
p
2GFVcb

⇥
(1 + g`VL

)O`
VL

+ g`VR
O`

VR

+g`SL
O`

SL
+ g`SR

O`
SR

+ g`TO
`
T

⇤
+ h.c. ,

(6)

with the dimension-six operators

O`
VL

= (c̄�µPLb)
�
¯̀�µPL⌫`

�
,

O`
VR

= (c̄�µPRb)
�
¯̀�µPL⌫`

�
,

O`
SL

= (c̄PLb)
�
¯̀PL⌫`

�
,

O`
SR

= (c̄PRb)
�
¯̀PL⌫`

�
,

O`
T = (c̄�µ⌫PLb)

�
¯̀�µ⌫PL⌫`

�
,

(7)

describes B̄ ! D⇤`⌫ transitions within the SM and heavy
NP extensions. Here �µ⌫ = i

2
[�µ, �⌫ ] and PL,R = (1 ⌥

�5)/2, and we do not consider here the case of light right-
handed neutrinos. Note that at the dimension-six level
in the SMEFT, gVR is lepton flavour-universal, implying
geVR

= gµVR
= g⌧VR

.
For the SM operator, the B ! D⇤ matrix element is

described as

hD⇤(p, ✏)|c̄�µPLb|B̄(pB)i = (8)

�
V (q2)

mB +mD⇤
"µ↵��✏

⇤↵p�q� + i A0(q
2)
mD⇤

q2
(✏⇤ ·q)qµ

�
iA1(q2)

2(mB �mD⇤)

⇥
(m2

B �m2

D⇤)✏⇤µ � (✏⇤ ·q)(p+ pB)
µ
⇤

� iA3(q
2)

mD⇤

q2
(✏⇤ ·q)


q2

m2

B �m2

D⇤
(p+ pB)

µ
� qµ

�
,

with

2mD⇤A3(q
2) = (mB+mD⇤)A1(q

2)�(mB�mD⇤)A2(q
2),
(9)

where q = pB � p, such that q2 is the invariant mass of
the dilepton pair. The FFs can be decomposed as

V (q2) =
mB +mD⇤

2
g(w) ,

A1(q
2) =

f(w)

mB +mD⇤
, (10)

A2(q
2) =

1

2

mB +mD⇤

(w2 � 1)mBmD⇤

✓
w �

mD⇤

mB

◆
f(w)�

F1(w)

mB

�
,

A0(q
2) =

1

2

mB +mD⇤
p
mBmD⇤

P1(w) ,

in the Boyd-Grinstein-Lebed (BGL) formalism [43–45]
with

w =
m2

B +m2

D⇤ � q2

2mBmD⇤
. (11)

The FFs obey two kinematical constraints: at zero recoil
(w = 1), where only two out of the three helicity ampli-
tudes are independent when the D⇤ meson is at rest,

F1(1) = (mB �mD⇤)f(1) (12)

holds, while at maximum recoil, due to the cancellation
of any apparent kinematical singularity in the Lorentz
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Recall: w ≡
m2

B + m2
D* − q2

2mBmD*
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FIG. 2. Predicted 1� range for F `
L (left panel) and A`

FB (right panel) as a function of q2 for the four di↵erent FF sets.

FFs. The values predicted in the BGL approach deviate
from the ones of the previous methods due to a di↵erence
in the shapes of the two observables. On the other hand,
the HQET results share the same shape with DM and
FNAL/MILC while being shifted towards larger (lower)
values for F `

L (A`
FB

), and display the smallest overall un-
certainty.

Let us now focus on the DM FFs, which predict R(D⇤)
to be in agreement with the measurements while having
significant tensions in F `

L and, to a lesser extent, in A`
FB

.
If one includes all relevant data in a global fit, i.e. the
⌧ lepton polarization P⌧ (D⇤) [55], the longitudinal po-
larization fraction in ⌧ decays F ⌧

L [56], R(D(⇤)) [12] and
the longitudinal polarization fractions for light leptons
F `
L and forward-backward asymmetries A`

FB
[41, 42], and

uses the SM values of the DM FFs as (correlated) nor-
mal priors, one obtains the following results for all the
relevant observables currently measured:

R(D⇤)fit = 0.265± 0.005 ,

F `
L, fit = 0.515± 0.005 ,

Ae
FB, fit = 0.227± 0.007 ,

Aµ
FB, fit = 0.222± 0.007 .

(34)

This means that the pull of the F `
L and A`

FB
measure-

ments on the shape of the FFs (for which, we remind,
the SM values of the DM FFs act only as priors) are so
strong that the post-fit values of the asymmetries are in
agreement with data, while tensions in R(D⇤) reemerge.
We, therefore, find ourselves in a situation similar to the
other FF sets, i.e. agreement within F `

L and A`
FB

but
tension in R(D⇤) (even though the latter is a bit less
severe).

In order to understand how the predicted values for F `
L

and A`
FB

in Eqs. (32)-(33) are related to the post-fit ones
given in Eq. (34), it is useful to study the shape of the
FFs in the two scenarios. We report them in Fig. 3,

together with the lattice data points [22] used in the
DM approach. One sees that while the shape of f(w)
and g(w) are not particularly altered when performing
a global fit, the FFs F1(w) and P1(w) show a ⇠ 30%
growth at w ' 1.5.7 Moreover, the shape of F1(w) and
P1(w) are stretched to a point hardly compatible with the
original DM values (pre-fit), not only at high recoil but
also for lower values of w, where they now fail to repro-
duce lattice data. Hence, not only the tensions with data
are present as in all other FF approaches, but in addi-
tion the post-fit FF shapes disagree with the lattice data
used as input. Note that a similar tension among the ex-
perimental di↵erential decay widths of Refs. [57, 58] and
the theoretical lattice data of Ref. [22] has already been
pointed out in Refs. [22, 37].
Given this change in the FF shapes, it is interesting to

study the implications regarding the extraction of |Vcb|.
Going through the details of a systematic analysis of the
correlated di↵erential distributions from Refs. [57, 58] is
beyond the scope of this paper; however, as originally
proposed in Ref. [59], the CKM matrix element |Vcb| can
also be extracted from a comparison among the exper-
imental determination of the total branching ratio and
the corresponding theoretical value (modulo |Vcb|

2). Fol-
lowing this procedure, the value extracted for |Vcb| cor-
responding to the FFs described by the green bands in
Fig. 3 equals to |Vcb| = (43.1±1.2)⇥10�3, while the one
induced by the FFs described by the blue bands in the
same figure equals to |Vcb|fit = (41.2±1.2)⇥10�3, which
is compatible with the inclusive determinations. It is also
compatible with the value predicted by a Unitarity Tri-
angle analysis (UTA), equal to |Vcb| = (42.22 ± 0.51) ⇥

7
The changes in F1(w) shape (and therefore in P1(w) one) is

expected from Eq. (34), since an increase of its integrated value

induces an enhancement of F `
L and a decrease of A`

FB andR(D⇤
),

as detailed at the end of Sec. II.


